“It Only Takes a Moment”

an exploration into development of style

Jerry Ranch
In Mid-December 2017, I made my way to the South Rim Grand Canyon, and
subsequently to Death Valley, for the eighth and fourth visits, respectively. I had
developed several artistic and photographic goals for my trip. By the third day at the
Canyon, however, my body of work was lacking. I had not produced anything remotely
inspiring. I was not “seeing”.
So I lay the camera down, and pondered my failure. Producing art is work, and while
I was working hard, the product was sorely lacking in impact.
“What is
photography?”, I asked. I deliberated - prosecutor and advocate simultaneously………
Indeed, what IS the quintessence of photography? A frequent answer has been offered
by fine artists and photographers alike. Unlike any other visual medium, photography
uniquely captures a moment in time. “…Photographers deal in things which are
continually vanishing and when they have vanished there is no contrivance on earth
which can make them come back again…” (Henri Cartier- Bressan). This is universal
truth.
But the camera is not independent. It needs an operator. An artist. A photographer.
Ansel Adams recognized this, “… there are two people in every photograph - the
photographer and the viewer…”, and Richard Avedon, admitted, “…my portraits are
more about me than they are about the people I photograph…”. Amen.
Photography is Moment and Perception.
The Moment is what “IS”. Perception is the amalgam of technical skills (craft) and
interpretive bias of the photographer - the photographers perception of reality. That
reality may be black and white, or boisterous color. It may be sharply focused or
blurred to the point of vagueness. It all depends on purpose and intent of the artist
photographer. The customer also influences bias - is it for the bride and groom or the
fine art gallery viewer? No photograph, no art, is objective. Perception is fueled by
bias. And biases are formed from life experience. While we abhor bias when judging
photography, bias is the fundamental basis for diversity in art. (read “Shape of
Content” by Ben Shahn)
If photography is Moment and Perception, then what is “not-photography?”. Henri
Cartier-Bressan said it best - “…painting is a meditation, photography is a
reaction…”. Post-processing is interpretation not made “in the moment”. The purist
in me was firm in the conviction that the true artist-photographer forgoes post-hoc
processing, and manages moment, camera and light in real time. Every moment after
the shutter snap changes the bias of the photographer, so delayed reaction can never
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be the same as in the moment. And that camera we use? It’s just a tool. Compared to
the human eye/mind, the camera compares poorly. It suffers from relatively smaller
dynamic range and narrower depth-of-field, for example, relative to the eye.
Consequently we’ve invented post-processing tools to mitigate those specific
limitations - HDR and focus stacking. There are other differences between what our
eye sees, and what the cameras sees, yet it seems we increasingly attempt to turn
the camera and processing tools into an electronic version of the human eye. I reject
that. I prefer to understand and use the limitations for effect - relishing and
exaggerating the limitations, not mitigating them.
While these thoughts flowed through
me, I continued my walk about the
Canyon rim. I began to see a variety
of shapes created by the shadows
dancing about the rock formations a cat, a dog, a mushroom, faces.
Now I was seeing the Canyon in a
different way.
It wasn’t about
prosaic postcard pictures anymore,
it was about the geometric shapes
created by the interaction of the
formations with the sun.
It was
almost abstract. I was seeing in the
moment – my instantaneous
reaction. I was not imagining how I
could reinterpret the scene in PS!
Why was I seeing the Canyon in this
way? Because I have biases. I prefer
black and white, anonymity, out-ofcontext, abstraction, minimalism,
film noir, and deep dark featureless
shadows. Those biases (preferences)
impacted how I saw the Canyon.
Consider, too, that I find myself
drawn more to a broader art history than only that of photography. I consciously seek
to understand the gestalt of fine art movements (surrealism, expressionism,
impressionism, dada, and the like) and I suspect that study impacts my bias.
How do I manage the camera to freeze my vision of the moment, in the moment?
Early in my digital photography experience I used Nikon proprietary software (Capture
NX and NX2) in RAW file interpretation. Capture NX* was slow and not as
sophisticated as Photoshop, but it was free. Nikon Picture Controls (in postprocessing jargon, they are in-camera pre-sets), were used to shape my perception of
the moment. I constructed several base custom Picture Controls to suit my
“look” (bias) which could be quickly altered in the moment, to suit my reaction to the
moment. Eventually, however, the siren call of PS beckoned me, and I switched my
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RAW image development to that platform. In doing that, I lost the ability to fix my
perception of the moment with Picture Controls in RAW captures. Picture Controls
are only translated by Nikon software (as Picture Styles are only supported in RAW in
Canons DPP; JPG and TIFF saved in camera always are the product of the chosen
Picture Control, of course, and those are fully compatible with PS and other
processing softwares). Bringing RAW files into PS meant that reaction in the moment
was delayed to post-processing. I had lost touch with the moment and it was unlikely
that delayed processing would reflect my reaction in the moment of capture. (note:
delayed processing is art, there are incredibly skilled artisans that produce evocative
digital art - anything made by the hand of man is art in my mind). To be true to my
contention that the spirit of photography is reaction to the moment, in the moment, I
realized I could not delay interpretation to some later time. For me, that was an
anathema to the “art of photography”. Of course, I could save images as JPGs with
all the attendant Picture Controls applied to the image. But JPGs are a poor archival
file format for original captures. Additionally there might be a time, in the future,
when I might choose to create a derivative piece (digital art if you will), and a RAW
file is the preferred format for that use. And, at some point in the future, PS may
support Picture Controls! My best practice, with the greatest flexibility, was to save
images as RAW+JPG, import Raw into CNX-D, and save as TIFF. In that way I could
always use the JPG as the final image if I desired, preserve Picture Controls in the
RAW captures, and conduct any necessary cropping, noise mitigation and spot removal
in PS. (See Appendix I)
Clearly, my eureka moment was deciding to
view the Grand Canyon and Death Valley
through the instant eye of the camera and
not through the massage of post-processing.
I needed to crush the blacks, expose for the
highlights, compose the frame by arranging
featureless shadows (negative space) with
highly detailed not-shadow, and look for
geometric and recognizable shapes in the
dark and light blocks.
That is what I saw.
In my art studies, I was familiar with
chiaroscuro (an effect of contrasted light and
shadow created by light falling unevenly or
from a particular direction on something;
used extensively in Renaissance fine art), and
that knowledge led me to discover the design
principle of NOTAN (the combination of lights
and darks especially as used in Japanese art;
the design or pattern of a work of art as seen
in flat areas of dark and light values only;
woodcuts and prints made from woodcut
stamping is an example; see Appendix II).
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In my way of seeing, shadow is the
skeleton of an image, with detail hung
upon that structure. Since the sky and
shadows are blue, I used a red filter
either in camera (modifying the Neopan
Picture Control, a monochrome control) or
on the lens. Since a red filter absorbs
blue, those blue areas of the image
become darker. To further increase the
tonal difference between shadow and
highlight, I adjusted white balance in Live
View. Typically I used a white balance of
about 6000 K or less (depending on time
of day) - too low makes the highlights too
blue thus producing darker midtowns and
highlights and reducing contrast. Dlighting was turned off, and most of the
images were captured with highlightpreferred exposure - that served to
further crush the blacks. Modern digital
cameras are amazing tools. Rather than
carrying two or more film cameras, each
with a different film, the digital camera
can “see” a different vision frame by
frame - monochrome to any any level of
color saturation, flat to high contrast,
white balance to harmonize the palette,
toning, film emulations, exposure modes, and depth of field to focus upon a subject.
And that doesn’t include the variety of lenses and lens filters one might choose. And
all of these options provided with instant feedback. My vision in an instant, of an
instant. (see Appendix III for gear and Picture Controls and other in-camera choices
that were used).
Please come visit an annotated image gallery of work in Rorschached, on SmugMug.
When opening an individual image (by double clicking on it), click the info (i) icon at
the bottom right go the screen to see lens used, aperture, ISO, and shutter speed. I
usually use the Nikon GP-1, so most of the images have location information.
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Appendix I Picture Controls
Image captured with Neopan
Picture Control. RAW file
opened in Capture NX-D. This
represents exactly what I saw
on the LCD – it’s what I saw in
my mind. And I created that
vision in real time. No
additional processing
required. WB was manually
set to 5560 K. The WB/red
filter combination effected
dark sky and shadows.

Original JPG (shot as RAW+JPG)

The same RAW file
opened in Camera Raw
(see blue cast). Picture
Controls are not
translated
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While I did not produce many color images on the trip,
here is one from the GC as another example of Picture
Controls functions. First is an iPhone image of an image
as captured in-camera. Landscape PC, GND filter to
reduce light in sky, Singh-Ray color enhancement filter;
saturated more than I would like due to iPhone capture
of LCD.

RAW file brought into CNX-D
(perfect for me)

And this is the original JPG from the RAW+JPG capture.
Its perfect. No PS editing required.
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This is the RAW file brought into
PS (via Camera Raw). Significant
PS work needed to bring it to spec
as the Picture Controls are not
translated.
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Appendix II NOTAN
Upon my return home, I
researched the concept of notan
further. While there are iOS apps Type to enter text
that produce a notan, they do so
with a fixed black point and not in
real time.
Subsequently I
designed an app that functions
similarly to the threshold
adjustment layer in PS in real
time. I hired a developer, and it is
available on the Apple App store as
“NOTAN Live!”.
The real time
approach aids significantly in the
interactive process of image
making. To the right is a video of its function (no sound), and the final capture I
made. In the NOTAN screen of the app, the red slider is adjusted to select the black
point.

The final iPhone capture. Use the notan
view to frame a capture which you then
might choose to image with a digital
camera.
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Here is an example how the threshold adjustment layer works in PS. You may use this
layer to make a selection for shadows or not-shadow (say if you specifically wanted to
adjust the non-shadow for hue/saturation or curves, without affecting the shadow).
Of course there are other ways to achieve that, this is just another tool.

Type to enter text
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Appendix III Gear, general settings, controls, and filters used
Nikon D850
Nikkor 85 mm f/1.4
Nikkor 50 mm f/1.4
Nikkor 135 mm f/2 DC
Nikkor 17-35mm f/4 (rarely)
Singh Ray graduated neutral density filters (several)
Singh Ray color enhancing filter
B+W red (25) filter
Neopan Picture control (for BW work), red filter turned on; sometimes off with red
filter on lens
Nikon Landscape Picture Control (for color work), altered saturation occasionally
D-lighting off
highlight-preferred exposure mode, usually
variable white balance adjusted to create desired contrast
some on tripod, some hand-held
images captured as RAW+JPG, sometimes only as TIFF
RAW images brought into Capture NX-D (occasionally made a levels adjustment);
saved as TIFF; TIFF used in PS for noise removal, cropping, and dust removal, when
necessary
PlanIt (iOS app) was used to plan location relative to sun position
the visit was mid-Dec 2017; the maximum angle of the sun above the horizon was
30 degrees; I could work virtually all day and the sun remained at an angle that
provided long shadows
the dark background in some of the Death Valley dunes images (which appear to be
sky) is actually the mountain range in the distance that remain in shadow (and so
they are blue, and become dark when using a red filter)
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